TIDES
09:13hrs
14:48hrs
20:24hrs

6.6m
3.01m
5.8m

STOKES HILL CUP SERIES 2022
RACE 1
One Division
Start time 1330

COURSE INFORMATION
Start

NCs 9p

MA1p

Saturday 4 June 2022

11s

13p

FINISH (11nm)

In the event of light winds, take your time as your bow passes the top mark of the course.

Shipping: NONE at time of printing

Start Signals:

Mins before
Start Line:
start
A line from the flagpole, in the vicinity of the
5
Dinah Beach Trailer on Stokes Hill Wharf to the
4
start buoy anchored approximately 250m off.
1
Finish Line:
0
A line from the flagpole, in the vicinity of the
Dinah Beach Trailer on Stokes Hill Wharf to buoy #15.
Finishing yachts, please take your own finishing time.

Visual signal
Div flag up
P flag up
P flag down
Div flag down

Sound
signal
One
One
One long
One

Race Frequency VHF CH73, Officer of the Day and Recalls
OOD Mobile: 0417 837 871
Jim Grierson
Recalls:
Any yacht crossing the start line prematurely may be called on VHF Channel 73.
Regardless, that vessel must return to the start line and start after the start signal.
Nominated Skippers MUST be a financial Senior Member of the Association and must abide by
item 1.02 of the Special Regulations for Racing Boats.

1.02 RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PERSON IN CHARGE

The safety of a boat and her crew is the sole and inescapable responsibility of the person in charge who must do their best to
ensure the boat is fully found, thoroughly seaworthy and manned by an experienced crew who have undergone appropriate
training and are physically fit to face bad weather. He must be satisfied as to the soundness of hull, spars, rigging, sails and all gear.
He must ensure all safety equipment is properly maintained and stowed and the crew know where it is kept and how to use it.

Skippers are required to ensure that all their crew are members of Australian Sailing (A.S.) prior to
sailing, to ensure they are covered by personal accident insurance when competing in the race.

PRESENTATIONS WILL COMMENCE AT 1900 AT THE DBCYA CLUBHOUSE
This race kindly sponsored by:

